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Nowadays e-books become more and more popular. Their spreading is un-
derstandable and can be easily explained with the progress of technology and 
wide internet usage. People read books on their personal computers, notebooks, 
some of them have special devices for reading and even on their mobile phones. 
Analyzing fundamental needs of the modern person and opportunities offered 
by current e-books [1], there are several problems and inconveniences:

Different formats of e-books•	  -There are many different formats for publish-
ing e-books (e.g: pdf, odt, doc, chm, html, epub, etc.). The problems of this 
variety of formats are that each format is opened by different application 
and the user has to install it. This inconvenience could be a problem espe-
cially if the user has pocket devise with limited recourses.
Social network unavailability•	  - now online social networks, such as Face-
book etc., are very popular. However there are not reading environments 
that are integrated with a social network. Readers cannot easily share books 
with their friends and can’t easily discuss the content of a book with friends 
or other readers.
Non interactive reading•	  - Most of the e-reading applications don’t have 
possibilities for any personalization of the book content – you can’t add 
comments, mark or underline some text. This is a natural activity that the 
user can do using a traditional paper book and the lack of this option could 
be really annoying.
Unsocial reading•	  - Combining the two previously mentioned problems we 
can define a new one. The lack of ability of sharing our personal copies 
of books or other kind of collaboration with friends can make reading a 
lonely activity.
Next book for reading?•	  - Most of the e-reading applications don’t have a 
service for personal recommendations of interesting books. This service 
is necessary, because the users could be lost among thousands of titles 
[2,3,4].

We suggest application that addresses the above issues. It is implemented as 
Facebook application and supports following functionalities:

Uploading and sharing new books with friends. This is fundamental func-• 
tionality of our application although it is possible to have some problems 
with intellectual property rights or spam applications. We have identified 
two social instruments to provide a natural restriction for unacceptable 
books:

Number of people that like the book - people don’t like spam so  °
initially all books uploaded from a user will be seen only by his 
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friends. The book could be made public only if it is liked by more 
than 10 of the user’s friends.
People that dislike the book – Every book can be reported that  °
its content is spam, contains abusing information or violate inte-
llectual property rights. 

Search and browse books. Users will be able to search the book repository. • 
In this repository all book formats will be converted to a flash format that 
could be opened in a browser.
Every book has its own profile page. This page is a fundamental instru-• 
ment for collaboration between users. Users can make different discus-
sions about book content. This page is accessible from all users of our 
application so it is possible to communicate people with common interests 
that don’t know each other.
Opportunity for making personal book copies, with instruments for mark-• 
ing, underlining and commenting text. This personal copy can be available 
on the profile page of its creator and all his friends could view it and com-
ment on it.
Embedded recommender system for new books [2,3,4]. The application • 
will recommend to the user new books according to his interests. These 
recommendations use information about recently read books by the user, 
books uploaded by his “favorite” friends and books read from users with 
common interests.

Fig. 1. Application architecture.
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